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Magnetic DNA Size Selection Kit 

Catalog No.: ABD-07001 ABD-07002 ABD-07003 

 【Introduction】 

AvanBio Magnetic DNA Size Selection Kit is used to separate and enrich DNA fragments according to the length. The kit 

contains superparamagnetic nanoparticles, which are specially coated to enable strong binding to DNA fragments with little to 

no non-specific binding. Specific DNA fragments at a certain length range can be purified simply using magnetic separation 

and a mixture of two buffers, avoiding time-consuming and laborious gel extraction and column-based purification.  

The kit not only removes high molecular weight DNA fragments such as PCR template, but also completely removes primers, 

proteins, single nucleotides, single nucleotides labelled with radioactive tags or fluorescent dyes, and small fragment adapter, 

etc. Purified DNA are ready for direct use in a variety of applications, including sequencing (Sanger and next-generation 

sequencing), ligation and transformation, restriction digestion, in vitro transcription, and other subsequent experiments. 

 

【Product Features】 

• High-speed: Complete separation and enrichment of DNA fragments according to length within 5 min 

• Convenience: Using two buffers with different proportions can get specific DNA fragments at a certain length range (100 

bp-2Kb) 

• Trouble-free: No ethanol washing process, avoiding over-drying or troubles caused by ethanol residues  

 

【Components】    

       ABD-07001 

(20 preps) 

ABD-07002 

(100 preps) 

ABD-07003 

(500 preps) 

DNA adsorption magnetic beads                               2.4 ml 12 ml 60 ml 

Sorting Solution I 10 ml 40 ml 200 ml 

Sorting Solution II 15 ml 60 ml 150 ml × 2 

 

【Storage and Expiration】 

Stored at room temperature; Expiration: 1 year. 

 

【Companion Device】 

A magnetic separation rack  

 

【Experiment Procedure】 

1. Based on the length of the target fragments, mix Sorting Solution A and B at different volumes. Using the following table 

and figures to determine B scores, which represent the percentage of Sorting Solution B in the final mixture.  
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Table 1: Reference Values for Preparation of Sorting Mixture 

B score Sorting Solution A (ml) Sorting Solution B (ml) Size of the target fragments (bp) 

0.7B 0.3 0.7 100-150 

0.6B 0.4 0.6 100-250 

0.5B 0.5 0.5 100-500 

0.4B 0.6 0.4 100-1000 

0.3B 0.7 0.3 100-2500 

0.2B 0.8 0.2 100-10000 

0B 1 0 All 

 

Representative results of DNA Size Selection  

 

 

2. Prepare sorting mixtures 1 and 2 based on your need.  

Note: first use sorting mixture 1 to remove DNA fragments which are smaller than the target DNA fragments, then use 

sorting mixture 2, which has a lower B score, to obtain the target DNA fragments.  

   Please see the below example to isolate target DNA fragments with a size of 150-500 bp. 

 

 B Score Sorting Solution A 

(ml) 

Sorting Solution B (ml) Size of eluted 

fragments (bp) 

Sorting Mixture 1 0.7B 0.3 0.7 100-150 

Sorting Mixture 2 0.5B 0.5 0.5 100-500 
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3. Transfer 25 µl sample to be sorted to a 1.5ml centrifuge tube, add 75 µl DNA adsorption magnetic beads, gently pipette 

several times to mix;  

 [Note: Do not invert the tube during mixing. This would avoid loss of trace sample due to adherence of sample to the 

wall of the centrifuge tube] 

4. Adsorb beads using a magnetic separation rack, discard the supernatant. 

5. Add 20 µl of Sorting Mixture 1, gently pipette several times to mix; adsorb beads and transfer the supernatant out. The 

supernatant contains DNA with a length of 100-150 bp. 

6. Add 20 µl of Sorting Mixture 2 to the beads separated from Step 5, gently pipette several times to mix; adsorb beads and 

collect the supernatant. The supernatant contains the target DNA with a length of 150-500 bp.   

7. Add 40 µl of DNA adsorption magnetic beads to the supernatant obtained from Step 6, gently pipette several times to mix; 

adsorb beads and discard the supernatant.  

8. Add 20 µl TE buffer (pH7.5-8.5), mix with the beads to release DNA from the beads.  

9. Adsorb beads and collect supernatant containing target DNA fragments for DNA testing or other subsequent experiments.  

(Note: A sorting mixture with a lower B score can be added to the beads obtained from Step 6 for further separation to 

obtain supernatants containing DNA fragments with different lengths. After confirmed using electrophoresis , the 

fragments can be further purified by repeating Step 7 and 8.    

 

【Additional Information】 

1. The ratios of Sorting Solution A and B in Table 1 serve as a reference for preparation of sorting mixture. Please calculate 

and test to determine the best ratio to be used for specific target DNA fragments.  

2. The loading capacity of magnetic beads is 2 ng of genomic DNA per µl of DNA absorption magnetic beads. The amount 

of beads used can be adjusted based on size and concentration of target DNA fragment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


